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ABSTRACT 

The heat-resistant, copper-alloyed ferritic structural steel 15NiCuMoNb5 (WB 36, material number 

1.6368) is widely used in German nuclear and conventional power plants. Within the framework of 

the federal reactor safety research program, the aging of WB 36 under the superimposed influence of 

both heat and cyclic deformation was characterized in close collaboration between IZFP and MPA. 

The goal of this investigation was to find solutions to nondestructively assess both embrittlement and 

fatigue in this material and to better understand their mutual interaction. 

In order to simulate the practical load situation in an accelerated manner, samples of different 

initial state were exposed to low cycle fatigue (LCF) at temperatures between RT and 350 °C. In this 

case, both embrittlement (caused by additional Cu precipitation) and fatigue (caused by the cyclic 

deformation) contribute to the aging of the material. The samples were electromagnetically 

characterized at IZFP, and the results were correlated to those obtained by MPA. In addition, the role 

of dynamic strain aging (DSA) in this process was closely examined. 

As a result of this project, the difference between the influences of embrittlement and fatigue in 

the electromagnetic testing quantities was found and described. Based on the recorded data, 

electromagnetic lifetime diagrams were created, showing the material degradation as a function of the 

number of load cycles. Moreover, MPA was able to increase the knowledge on embrittlement and 

fatigue processes in WB 36, and the role of DSA was found to be minor as compared to the influence 

of Cu precipitation. 

INTRODUCTION 

Situation 

The heat-resistant, copper-alloyed ferritic structural steel 15NiCuMoNb5 (WB 36, material number 

1.6368) is widely used as pipe material in German nuclear power plants at operating temperatures up 

to 300 °C. In addition, WB 36 is used as vessel material, for example in the pressurizer of a German 

pressurized water reactor at a temperature of up to 340 °C. Many conventional power plants apply 

WB 36 as pipe or pressure vessel material at temperatures up to 350 °C. 

The main reason for the widespread application of this material is that, even at elevated 

temperatures, it has the toughness and strength which other fine-grained structural steels have at room 

temperature. Due to its alloy composition, WB 36 can be tempered in the air, such that even thick-

walled components and parts of complex geometry can be made at low cost, yet maintaining a high 

material quality. 

The beneficial strength and toughness properties of WB 36 arise due to copper precipitates 

which form during the tempering process but also while cooling down to temperatures below 620 °C 

after annealing or welding. 

In the past, damage to WB 36 components was observed in conventional power plants after 

long-term operation at temperatures between 320 °C and 350 °C. The damage was found to be mainly 

caused by welding errors and the additional influence of the operating medium (strain-induced crack 

corrosion). During the damage analysis, however, a significant increase in strength and decrease in 

toughness (decreased upper shelf energy, higher ductile-to-brittle transition temperature DBTT) were 

observed. Previous investigations have already led to important knowledge of the aging mechanisms 

in WB 36. In particular, small angle neutron scattering (SANS) investigations have shown that, after 

the usual thermal treatment, thermal aging leads to additional copper precipitates with radii of 1 to 

1.5 nm, which impede the dislocation movement when the material is exposed to mechanical loads. 
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The SANS results also agree well with results obtained by use of indirect methods for the 

determination of mechanical-technological statistics like hardness, yield and ultimate strength. A 

linear correlation was found between the amount of precipitated copper (according to SANS) and the 

electrical residual resistance relation G, which is a measure for the amount of foreign atoms 

embedded in the iron matrix. 

Moreover, it was found that the toughness change is also reflected by changes in the fracture-

mechanical statistics. On the other hand, unlike initially expected, low cycle fatigue experiments with 

tensile samples at 350 °C have not yet shown any difference between virgin (or recovery-annealed) 

and thermally aged material, regarding the number of bearable load cycles until cracking. 

Based on the difference between the hardness change due to LCF loading and due to thermal 

exposure, it was concluded that cyclic deformation accelerates the precipitation-related aging process. 

An investigation of the fatigue behavior of a WB 36 heat has been performed in the USA [1]. At 

a temperature of 220 °C, a reduction of the fatigue lifetime with decreasing strain rate was observed. 

The authors relate this behavior to dynamic strain aging (DSA). The mechanism of copper 

precipitation, however, was not discussed. Regarding the general knowledge of the material-related 

mechanisms, the causes of the observations had to be found and, if possible, the individual processes 

had to be analyzed separately. 

Figure 1 - Influence of the strain rate on the fatigue lifetime of one heat of WB 36 at 220 °C [1] 

In this context, the process of copper precipitation depends on the copper content, which is 

known to reside in a range where an instable state of oversaturation is reached during cool-down. The 

size of the DSA-related effects, however, depends on the content of solute (freely moving) nitrogen, 

which can vary significantly from heat to heat and depends on the total content of nitrogen and 

aluminum which can bind the nitrogen in form of aluminum nitrides. 

So far, the collaboration of IZFP and MPA focused on the mechanisms, adequate detection 

methods and the safety-related assessment of the material condition. It was shown that the effects of 

thermal and thermo-mechanical aging can be detected with electromagnetic methods [2-6]. In the 

framework of the project 1501219, IZFP developed three approaches based on different 

electromagnetic methods, namely magnetic Barkhausen noise and upper harmonics analysis, eddy 

current impedance analysis and dynamic magnetostriction analysis [2-4]. Those approaches are highly 

qualified for the detection of service-induced copper precipitation and the material embrittlement. 



The electromagnetic approaches were optimized in the adjoining project 1501269 [5-6]. A 

temperature-stabilized measuring set-up with high thermal and long-term stability was built, the 

influence of disturbances was minimized, and algorithms for the automatic measuring parameter 

variation as well as improved parameter selection in the regression analysis procedure were 

developed. 

Earlier works of MPA focused on the characterization of thermal and thermo-mechanical aging 

mainly by means of hardness changes. This was successful and insofar justified, since the knowledge 

of the aging process itself had to be established in first place. For safety-relevant components, 

however, the material toughness is the quantity of interest. This creates the need for the description of 

the aging process by a suitable toughness statistic of the material. In this context, safety-related 

regulations usually mention the DBTT and the upper shelf energy as critical parameters. The 

translation of these properties into fracture-mechanical quantities is commonly accepted but still has 

to be confirmed for this kind of material. 

In the field of nuclear power plants (NPP), WB 36 is mainly contained in boiling water reactors 

(BWR) as pipe material and is still used for partial replacements. With the exception of the now 

abandoned NPP Obrigheim, where WB 36 was used in the pressurizer and therefore exposed to 

temperatures above 300 °C, the use of the material in other plants is restricted to temperatures of 

300 °C and below. Within the aim of aging management, the knowledge of the service-induced 

property changes of the material is required in order to warrant for the long-term safety and 

availability of components made of WB 36. 

Aim of the investiation 

Given the low service temperature range of current BWR plants (as compared to conventional power 

plants), the purely thermal aging of WB 36 becomes less important than the aging under the 

superimposed influence of temperature and cyclic mechanical loading. Therefore, the role of DSA, 

which influences the behavior of low-alloyed steels in the temperature range between 200 and 300 °C, 

becomes a question of particular interest. The results obtained in the research projects [2-6] raise the 

question if the observed material degradation (particularly under the influence of LCF) is, in fact, due 

to a superposition of copper precipitation and DSA.

The previous research had to be continued in order to identify the predominant effect on the 

material behavior in different temperature ranges. If DSA should prevail at low temperatures, a 

modification of the steel by increasing the aluminum content could bind the solute nitrogen in the 

form of aluminum nitrides and lead to an improved long-term stability. The continued research was 

also expected to provide information on the correlation between microstructural change and its 

respective effect on the electromagnetic testing quantities. In addition, the quantitative SANS method 

had to be used in order to further verify the conclusions concerning the description of the aging 

process. 

Therefore, the aim of the latest project regarding WB 36 was the deeper investigation of the 

superimposed influence of fatigue (caused by cyclic deformation) and embrittlement (caused by 

copper precipitation and/or DSA) on the material properties of power plant components [7]. In this 

project, MPA had to manufacture and load the samples and determined their characteristic properties 

with a variety of methods, while IZFP had to characterize the individual samples electromagnetically 

and render and analyze a database of all results. The material behavior had to be interpreted 

depending on the respective initial state, loading parameters and temperatures. In addition, the 

correlation between the material characteristics determined by MPA and the electromagnetic 

quantities of IZFP had to be described. 

Electromagnetic approach and parameters 

Most experiments were done using round LCF samples of the geometry shown on the left in Figure 2. 

After LCF loading at different temperatures for a given number of cycles, the samples were 

electromagnetically characterized at IZFP using the robust measuring device [8] on the right hand side 

of Figure 2. 



     

Figure 2 - LCF sample geometry (scale in centimeters) and electromagnetic testing device 

The electromagnetic method is based on a multi-parameter approach [9] which combines the 

following methods and forms a multi-dimensional feature space in which the magnetic properties of 

all samples were recorded: 

� Magnetic Barkhausen noise analysis

Domain wall jumps which occur during alternating magnetization are registered with a small pick-

up coil. The envelope of the induced voltage signal (Barkhausen noise) is evaluated as a function 

of the tangential field strength. Seven characteristic quantities are derived from the Barkhausen 

noise envelope. 

� Upper harmonics analysis of the magnetic tangential field strength time domain signal

The impedance of the magnetizing coil changes with the sample permeability, resulting in 

harmonic contents of the magnetic tangential field strength signal which is measured with a hall 

probe. Nine characteristic quantities are determined using this method. One of them is the 

harmonic distortion factor K, a measure for the harmonic distortion relative to the amplitude of the 

fundamental wave. 

� Eddy current impedance analysis

In order to perform eddy current testing, an alternating magnetic field at a frequency in the low 

kHz range is generated by the device’s magnetizing coil. The impedance of the coil at this 

frequency allows to indirectly detect changes in permeability and conductivity of the sample. The 

impedance (in terms of magnitude and phase) is determined in three different points of the 

magnetic hysteresis curve, resulting in a set of six quantities. 

� Incremental permeability analysis

An analysis of the variation of the eddy current impedance over the complete magnetic hysteresis 

loop allows to qualitatively plot the permeability change as a function of the applied magnetic field 

strength. Seven quantities are derived from this plot. 

All of the above analyses were performed at magnetization frequencies of 25 and 50 Hz, using 

different amplitudes of the magnetic tangential field strength between 10 and 25 A/cm. The 

information of the above methods was used in two ways: 

a) by creating and analyzing plots of the measured quantities as functions of mechanical-

technological quantities or other reference characteristics determined by MPA. 

b) by performing a multivariate regression analysis in the magnetic feature space in order to 

determine a function which allows to predict approximate values of a given target quantity such as 

hardness or electrical residual resistance ratio G.



EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

Experiments 

All experiments were performed using WB 36 material of different heats and initial conditions 

according to Table 1. Table 2 shows an overview of the loading parameters and measurements 

performed at IZFP. The green boxes indicate electromagnetic measurements at IZFP. 

Table 1 - Labels and descriptions of investigated WB 36 material 

Label Description 

E2 A Heavy plate material of heat E2, virgin state 

E59 B Material taken from a vessel made of heat E59 which was in service for 

57000 h at 350 °C 

E59 EG recovery-annealed state (3 h at 600 °C) of E59 B 

E59 S4 Heat-treatment stabilized state (gradual annealing procedure) of E59 EG 

Table 2 - Material conditions, LCF parameters and number of load cycles of investigated samples 

Samples plast. def.

Heat Temp. Cycle duration Sample 0 Na 0.2 Na 0.5 Na 0.8 Na Na others

E2 A 1.1 0 350

E2 A 1.2 0 350

E2 A 1.3 0 350

E2 A 1.4 0 350

E2 A 1.5 0 350

E2 A 2.1 0 200

E2 A 2.2 0 200

E2 A 2.3 0 200

E2 A 2.4 0 200

E2 A 2.5 0 200

E2 A 6.4 0 200

E2 A 3.1 0 200

E2 A 3.2 0 200

E2 A 3.3 0 200

E2 A 3.4 0 200

E2 A 3.5 0 200

E2 A 220 °C 24 s 6.1 0 2615 **

E2 A 220 °C 2400 s 6.2 0 739 **

E59 EG 220 °C 24 s 1 0 1412 **

E59 EG 220 °C 2400 s 4 0 1406 **

E2 A 220 °C 4.1 0 160 400 640 800

E2 A 300 °C 4.2 0 160

E2 A 350 °C 4.3 0 160 400   431 * -

E2 A 300 °C 4.4 0 160 400   500 * -

E59 EG 20 °C 5 0 160 400 640   800 *

E59 EG 220 °C 6 0 160 400 640 800

E59 EG 250 °C 7 0 160 400 640 800

E59 EG 300 °C 8 0 160 400   628 * -

E59 EG 350 °C 9 0 160 400 640   709 *

E59 S4 220 °C 4 0 160 400 640 800

E59 S4 350 °C 5 0 160 400 640   722 *

E59 EG 220 °C - 2 0 5%

E59 EG 220 °C - 3 0 10%

E2 A 6.5 0

 = measured at IZFP (values of reached cycle count / plast. def. are given)

*  = crack initiated

**  = sample broken, not measureable at IZFP

LCF loading cycles (Na = 800 = expected maximum load cycles)

LCF, interruption prior to cracking

LCF, interruption prior to cracking

LCF interval experiment (heat E2)

machine failure, replaced by 4.4

reference sample for IZFP

LCF interval experiment (heat E59 S4)

LCF until cracking

2400 s

plastic deformation at 220 °C

2400 s

LCF, interruption prior to cracking

LCF interval experiment (heat E59 EG)

220 °C 24 s

2400 s

300 °C 2400 s

220 °C

temperature error, replaced by 6.4



Results 

In order to determine the influence of the LCF parameters on the material degradation, the ductile-to-

brittle transition temperature (DBTT) was determined by manufacturing Charpy V-notch samples 

from E2A samples 1.1 to 3.5 (which have been LCF-loaded at different temperatures and cycle 

durations) and measuring the notch impact energy at different temperatures. Figure 3 shows the 

results in comparison to the already known curve of virgin E2A material. The highest shift of the 

DBTT (approx. 144 °C) was observed with the samples loaded at 300 °C and a cycle duration of 

2400 s. 

Figure 3 - Shift of the DBTT of WB 36, heat E2, under different LCF load conditions 

The cycle durations of 2400 s and 24 s were chosen in order to make the results comparable to 

[1]. Using a total strain of ε = 1.05 % and considering a relevant strain range of ¼ cycle, a 2400 s 

cycle is equivalent to a strain rate of ∆ε/∆t = 1.75 x 10
-5

 s
-1

, and a 24 s cycle is equivalent to a strain 

rate of ∆ε/∆t = 1.75 x 10
-3

 s
-1

. 

Contrary to the results of [1], no strain rate dependence of the fatigue lifetime was found for, at 

least, samples of heat E2 at 220 °C (see figure 4, diagram to the left). In addition, constant extension 

rate tests (CERT) of heat E2 and heat E59 at different temperatures and strain rates have shown 

serrations in the force-displacement curves mostly at temperatures between 130 and 185 °C, but never 

at 220 °C (see figure 4, diagram to the right, and table 3). Both observations argue against an 

importance of DSA at temperatures of 220 °C and above. 



Table 3 - Observation of serrations in CERT experiments 



In contrast to the reference methods, the electromagnetic method would be applicable to the same spot 

of a component for an indefinite number of times without causing damage or requiring surface 

preparation. 
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